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MMF’s MediaPLUS™ Drawer, with its compact 17-inch-wide footprint, gives you more counter space for POS items and more drawer space for media. With 
more than 250 cubic inches of space, the MediaPLUS drawer has the largest media capacity in the smallest footprint of any cash drawer available today, 
With equal storage space for both media and coin/currency and extra-wide media slots, it’s also very easy to insert credit, debit, ATM receipts, and other 
media. The money tray, constructed of tough ABS plastic, has five fixed coin and five fixed currency compartments (with spring-loaded bill weights). Movable 
drawer partitions let you decide how the storage compartments are configured. MediaPLUS Drawers have a universal interface for most printers. The 18-
inch- and 20-inch-deep models feature optional hidden cable storage and pass-through compartments. A peripheral platform, peripheral enclosure and 
adjustable international currency tray are also available. A Kwick Kable interface allows for quick, efficient receipt printer connection. USB and Serial
interfaces are also available and all interfaces can be changed in the field to meet application requirements as they evolve. 

MediaPlus Cash Drawers
Construction 16 and 20 gauge steel chassis and housing. High strength durable plastic inner drawer 
Drawer Front Durable, high strength and high security ABS plastic drawer front features 3 large media slots, recessed lock and

textured finish
Media Storage 3 large media slots funnel credit/debit receipts, checks and other media into 3 deep, separated, adjustable

compartments providing over 250 cu. in. of storage capacity
Money Tray ABS plastic tray features 5 fixed currency and 5 fixed coin compartments with spring loaded steel bill weights.

(International 6 coin/5bill adjustable tray also available)
Catch/Release Mechanism  Positive catch system with fail proof "Open//Close" detect switch 
Slides Ball bearing, full extension, zinc plated slides
Finish Textured Hybrid Powder Coat
Warranty: 3 years from date of manufacture
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Color Putty , Black, Cool White & Storm Gray
Lock Feature 3 position, 4 function lock with 2 keys 
Under Counter Mounting Heavy duty steel brackets are available for below counter mounting. 
Cables Kwick Kables Sold Separately
Universal Interface Interfaces with all popular manufacturers' printers (standard 12V and 24V solenoids)

 

MediaPLUS Part number matrix  
Factory Prefix 
 

Body Style Body Depth Tray Type Interface Electronics Lock Option Bell Color 
Choice 

226-1 25 - Color matched 
3 Front Slots 

16 - 16" 1 - US Std 
(5 coin/5 bill)

1 - 12 Volt 7 - Random  
3 Position

2 - No Bell 
std 

04 - Black 

  18 -18" 3 - International
(6 coin/5 bill)

2 - 24 Volt 8 - Alike #7590  89 - Putty

  20 - 20"  3 -Dual 12/24V   E5 - Cool White
    4 -Multi Serial 

     Upgradeable 
  G2 - Storm Gray

    5 -Std. Serial 
     Upgradeable

  A3 - Galaxy Gray 
(Special Order)

    8 -USB 
     Upgradeable 
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